WHAT IF

- The future of education and competence development is virtual and augmented
- There is no separation between education and work
- There is no need for expensive education facilities or equipment
- Learning to work with new equipment and machines is available to everyone, everywhere
- Virtual collaboration feels as real as working in the physical reality
- Learning a new craft is easier in the virtual world

AS A PARTICIPANT

You get to hear inspiring key note speeches.
You take part in the groupwork activities related to workshops. This includes the kick off, workshops and commenting the group’s report.
You can learn about and envision possibilities for competence development with virtual, augmented and mixed reality.
You can network with experts and student from Finland and Russia.
You help identify ways to develop competences needed in the automotive ecosystem in 2030.

More information
Tero Villman
tero.villman@xamk.fi

Registration deadline 23.4., 23:55
Register here
**Workshop**

"Opportunities for Competence Development and Cross-Border Collaboration within the Virtual Continuum in 2030"

XAMK students have the opportunity to participate as facilitators and earn 5 ECTS points. Students can be from any field and any study year.

1. **Kick off: Preparation and preliminary work, 4.5.2021**  
   Learn the work methods and tools.  
   Meet your group members and discuss the topic.  
   Ensure the your group completes the preliminary tasks.

2. **Workshop I, 11.5.2021**  
   Coordinate, instruct, encourage and document your group's activities during the workshop.

3. **In between**  
   Your group makes additions to and finishes the work done in Workshop I.  
   Ensure the group does the given task between the workshop.

4. **Workshop II, 25.5.2021**  
   Coordinate, instruct, encourage and document your group's activities during the workshop.

5. **Reporting, deadline 1.6.2021**  
   Ensure the work and outputs of the group are documented.  
   Write a report on the outputs and ask your group for review, comments and additions.

6. **Publication**  
   Your report will be published as a part of the research publication.

**More information**  
Tero Villman  
tero.villman@xamk.fi

**Registration deadline 23.4., 23:55**  
Register here